Median smoothing of a series of data values is considered. Naive programming of such an algorithm would result in large amount of computation, especially when the series of data values is long. By maintaining a heap structure that we update when moving along the data we obtain an optimal median smoothing algorithm. Language: ISO Pascal Keywords: Smoothing, Running Medians, Heaps.
High variability in a given series X 1 ; : : :; X N may obscure important structural features which would become evident if the data were replaced by a smoother, less variable version, X 1 ; : : :; X N : One smoothing strategy consists of replacing X i by (1) X i = median(X i?k ; : : :; X i+k ); i = k + 1; : : :; N ? k which, due to the robustness of the median, will often give a superior result to average(X i?k ; : : :; X i+k ):
It is common terminology to call the series X i the running median of order K = 2k + 1 and we refer to X i?k ; : : :; X i+k as the window of size K around X i : In this note we describe an e cient running median algorithm using the HEAP data structure and we mention an interesting recent lower bound which shows that the algorithm has, up to constants, optimal running time.
An obvious approach (METHOD 1) to the computation of X i could use the fast median algorithm of Sch onhage, Patterson and Pippenger (1976) with which each X i could be obtained in at most 3K steps. As is usual, we count each pairwise comparison as a STEP and argue that the running time of any "reasonable" implementation would be proportional to this complexity measure.
The smoothed series would then be obtained in at most 3K(N ? K) steps. By this method we obtained N ? K running medians at an average cost of 3K:
Another possibility (METHOD 2) would be to maintain the window X i?k ; : : :; X i+k in sorted order as Z 1 : : : Z K :
In this case X i = Z k+1 and the Z 0 s may be prepared for the determination of X i+1 by locating, then removing X i?k ; and then correctly inserting X i+k+1 so the Z 0 s are once again sorted. Each operation may be done via a binary search requiring at most logK steps (all logarithms are base 2). Although it is possible to implement this strategy so it actually runs in time O(logK) (this means b logK for all K; b an absolute constant), it is quite di cult to do so and in any case, the constant b is quite large. Easily implemented algorithms to maintain a sorted window use pointers into the Z 0 s. We expect K=2 pointer values to be changed per update, on the average, and this would certainly contribute to the running time. While an update really takes only 2 logK comparison steps, the hidden cost of pointer updates would force the actual running time of this algorithm to be (2 log K + cK=2)(N ? K) c a constant re ecting the time for a pointer manipulation in relation to that of a comparison. Our proposal (METHOD 3) maintains X i?k ; : : :; X i+k in a priority queue that supports easy and quick updates. We use a data structure based on two heaps which we call partitioning heaps. It may be updated in time proportional to logK. The array Z 1 ; : : :; Z m is called a (max) heap if it is partially ordered so as to satisfy (2) Z i max(Z 2i ; Z 2i+1 ); a min (heap) reverses the inequality. A convenient reference for heaps and other data structures is the text of Sara Baase (1988) or the one of Mehlhorn (1984) .
There it is shown that a heap of size m may be constructed in at most 4m steps and that a new item may be inserted so as to preserve the heap property in at most log m steps. It is clear that after an item is deleted, the heap property can be restored in at most 2 logm steps. The complexity of the algorithm that we describe in the next section is no more than (3) 4K + (3 log(K=2))(N ? K); steps. More importantly, the implementation uses at most 4 log(K=2) pointer manipulations per update, each using one multiplication or division. This gives a total running time bounded by (4) 4K + (3 + 4d) log(K=2)(N ? K); d a constant re ecting the time for a division relative to that of a comparison. If, as seems reasonable, the window size increases with N; this method becomes in nitely more e cient than the two that were mentioned previously.
It is interesting to consider the behaviour of an optimal algorithm for running medians. This would give a standard against which all algorithms should be compared and has practical as well as theoretical signi cance. Though it seems likely that the average cost of determining X i would grow with K; the number of X 0 s determining each median, the only obvious statement is the trivial lower bound of 2(N ? K) steps for smoothing by running medians which is established as follows: If X 1 ; : : :; X N is partitioned into N=K non-overlapping segments of length K each, it is necessary to perform 2K steps to obtain each of X k+1 ; X K+k+1 ; : : :; X (N=K?1)K+k+1 ; via a recent result of Bent and John (1985) . This gives a total cost of 2K(N=K); or an average update cost of 2 steps per median. By (3), our method has an average cost of 3 log(K=2) + (K ? 1)=(N ? K) steps per update. A recent lower bound of Gill, Steiger and Wigderson (1988) shows that at least (a log K)(N ? K) steps must be performed by any algorithm that correctly computes X k+1 ; : : :; X N?K ; a > 0 an absolute constant. This means that our algorithm is optimal at least up to the constant of proportionality in (4). It is hard to imagine a realizable algorithm that does less work than 2 log(K=2) steps per update.
Finally, it seems worth mentioning some recent active interest in data structures aimed at implementing priority queues for specialized types of insertions and deletions (see Aktinson, Sack, Santoro and Strothotte (1986) or Carlsson (1987) ). Neither of these techniques seems as well suited to compute the running median as the partioning heaps we will describe in the next section.
Numerical Method
We use two heaps of size k to represent the current window X i?k ; : : :X i+k ; i = k + 1; : : :; N ? k:
The window is stored in the array H ?k ; : : :; H ?1 ; H 0 ; H 1 ; : : :; H k that preserves the following structure: 
The ordering between levels obeys (ii) and (iii). No order is imposed on values within the same level. The structure has a depth at most 2(1 + log k):
To update this structure so it will represent the next window, we need to nd X i?k and remove it, correctly insert X i+k+1 ; and restore the structure so ( ) still holds. Our method involves pointers i ?k ; : : :; i k and j ?k ; : : :; j k ; both The pointers i m locate a particular window element in the heap while the j m locate a particular heap element in the window. Clearly X i+ji m = X i+m ; (6) H ij m = H m : When X i?k is removed from the window the data structure has an empty place at i ?k : To update we propagate the "hole" to the apex of the relevant heap. For example if i ?k < ?1 the steps j i?k j i?k =2; (7) i ?k i ?k =2 swap the hole at i ?k with the value of the parent node, H i?k=2 and correctly adjust the relevant pointers. The case i ?k > 1 is analogous. At most log(k) steps are performed, each involving a division of the pointer value by 2.
Inserting the new value X i+k+1 into the data structure is analogous: A comparison of X i+k+1 with X i determines if the new value goes in the top or bottom heap. In the former case, for example, assuming X i?k came from the bottom heap, X i+k+1 it is initially placed in the hole just created at position -1; i k ?1 and j ?1 k re ect this operation. H ?1 is compared with H ?2 and H ?3 and if (ii) in (*) holds, the insert is nished. Otherwise the larger of H ?2 ; H ?3 is swapped with H ?1 , ets., until the new item trickles down to its correct place and (*) is once again satis ed. At most 2 log(k) comparisons are required along with 2log(k) pointer updates. Thus, the total cost of maintaining the structure in H while moving from the current window to the next one is at most 2log(k) comparisons and 4log(k) pointer updates.
The running times reported in the next section show that the average cost to compute for each X i is proportional to 6 log(k). Maintaining pointer values as permutations of ?k; :::; k facilitates quick updates because it is very well suited to the data structure we use: The parent node of node j is j=2 and the children are 2j and 2j + 1. Finally we observe that roundo error and stability is not an issue because the algorithm does not perform oating point arithmetic. To check the approximations of the expression in (4) we smoothed series of n = 16000 using windows of K = 7; 15; 31; 63;127; 255; 511;1023; 2047;4095: The X i were generated to be uniformly distributed (0,1) random numbers using the internal random mechanism of an ATARI home computer. For each value of K the smoothing experiment was repeated ten times with independently generated series X 1 ; :::; X N . The running times were then averaged over the ten replications. As a basis of comparison to the proposed optimal median smoothing algorithm we also smoothed using a simpli cation of METHOD 2 where X i = W k+1 is simply extracted from the sorted window W 1 ; :::; W k and then X i+k+1 is correctly inserted by a sequential search costing O(K) steps on the average. Table 1 shows the timings for the optimal running median algorithm in three situations. In the rst column of Table 1 we report the timings for smoothing a series of values that were initially in descending order. The second column gives the timing on a series that was initially increasing. The last column of Table 1 shows the timings averaged over ten repetitions of smoothing pure random sequences. It is interesting to note that the optimal running median algorithm is worst on an initially sorted series, whether ascending or descending. The reason is that the new element entering the smoothing window will trickle all the way downwards (or upwards) through a heap. Table 2 presents the timings for the straight insertion method. The columns refer to the same experiments as in Table 1 . Since the algorithm was extremely slow for large K we present results only for K up to 255. Comparison of Table 1 and 2 reveals that for the above experiment the optimal median smoothing algorithm is about ten times faster than the insertion method. Inserting the new value X i+k+1 into the window would not improve the insertion algorithm appreciably due to the linear cost of data movement on each update. The timings for smoothing random series by the new method (Table 1) 
